Application of copper(I) catalyzed azide-alkyne [3+2] cycloaddition to the synthesis of template-assembled multivalent peptide conjugates.
Here we describe the facile generation of tetravalent peptide conjugates via a copper(I) catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) using a cyclic peptide template as a versatile conjugation scaffold. This stable and rigid framework is a conformationally constrained cyclic beta-sheet decorated with spatially defined alkyne moieties that serve as selectively addressable coupling sites. The proposed method allows for the effective coupling of unprotected peptide monomers in water at room temperature within comparatively short reaction times. The resulting conjugates display the ligands in an oriented manner, thus allowing for multivalent interactions with given target molecules, which may contribute to enhanced affinity and specificity. In addition, the selected scaffold offers an orthogonal coupling site for the incorporation of fluorescent labels or radioligands.